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1.Exhibition Overview
Manufacturing World Japan celebrates its 31st
birthday in 2020. Whether in terms of the
number of exhibitors or the quality of the
visitors, Manufacturing World Japan has been
widely recognized by the manufacturing
industry as one of the most influential
manufacturing trade shows in Asia and the
world.
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*expected numbers

With the advancement of Industry 4.0 and the digital
transformation in manufacturing, the number of specialized
shows under Manufacturing World Japan has increased over
the years. 2020 exhibition will have eight specialized shows
displaying exhibits such as mechanical parts processing,
FA/transmission technology and industrial automation,
industrial IT solutions, factory energy-saving
products/equipment, aerospace components/materials, 3D
printing/additive manufacturing, manufacturing AI solutions,
industrial IoT platforms, big data applications in various fields
and many more.
If you are interested in knowing the trend of manufacturing
industry, cutting-edge product technology, or collecting
industrial information; or if you plan to source from
international manufacturers, please do not miss this
exhibition.

INDUSTRY 4.0
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2. Show Highlights

2300+ 80,000+ 72,000
Exhibitors

Visitors

Hall Area ㎡

*expected numbers
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2020 Exhibition consists of eight specialized shows. Exhibits
ranging from machined parts to the fastest growing 3D
printing/IoT/ artificial intelligence solution , this exhibition
covers a wide range of products that industry professionals
should not miss seeing.
◆Exhibit Profile◆
Bearings | Motors/Regulators |Machining Technologies
| Linear Motion Systems | Additive Manufacturing and
Related Technologies | 3D Printers| Aircraft Parts and
Processing Technologies |Power Supplies | Robots
|Energy Saving Products | Tools | CAD, CAM, PLM |
IoT/M2M | Artificial Intelligence (AI) Solutions, etc.
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In this exhibition, you can see many "Made in Japan" precision
products and processing technologies, many of which are not visible
outside Japan. The reason why Japan is known as a prominent
industrial power is because of their continuous spirit to strive for
excellence. It is precisely because of such spirit, Japan produces
many "world leading" and "industry first" products and technologies.
You can see varieties of ultra-precision machining technologies, the
world's leading transmission and motor products, as well as the
industry's latest FA technology, and 3D printers.

One of the specialized shows [DMS] attracts a large number of
leading manufacturing companies every year, demonstrating
their latest research results, products and technologies.
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* Major Exhibitors (excerpts)
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3. Specialized Shows
Overview

Manufacturing World Japan presents eight specialized
shows aiming to shorten R&D cycle, improve productivity,
raise quality, VA/VE and reduce costs.
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 31st Design Engineering &
Manufacturing Solutions
Expo [DMS]
Exhibits range from CAD&PLM/PDM,
CAM software technologies, CAE, SCM,
ERP, production management systems,
designs, production outsourcing, etc.

 28th 3D & Virtual Reality
Expo [IVR]
The range of exhibits covers 3D digital
instruments, VR systems, head mounted
displays, 3D maps/geographic
information systems (GIS) and other
related products.

 24th Mechanical
Components & Materials
Technology Expo [M-Tech]
Exhibits include bearings, linear motion
systems, motors, fasteners, drivers, CNC
machining parts, stamping technologies,
injection parts, machinery parts, postprocessing machinery and other industrial
products.

 2nd Factory Facilities &
Equipment Expo [FacTex]
The range of exhibits covers labor/energysaving logistics solutions, transportation
machines, maintenance products, safety and
disaster prevention products. Bringing
together various hardware, security/safety
devices, lightings, logistics, packaging, HVAC,
and other related products.
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 2nd Aerospace Technology
& Components Expo
[AeroTech]
Exhibits include aerospace materials,
electronic components, optical components,
aerospace components and other related
products.

 2nd Additive
Manufacturing Expo
The range of exhibits includes 3D printers,
multi-layer molding machines, 3D printing
materials, and 3D printing services. This
Expo has been renamed to Additive
Manufacturing Expo in 2020, in order to
accurately reflect the exhibits content and
the scope of exhibits.

 2nd Industrial AI/IoT Expo
Exhibits range from AI solutions, IoT
platforms, big data applications to sensor
networks, etc.

 1st Measure/Test/Sensor
Expo
Due to the increasing demand from
exhibitors and visitors, the
Sensor/Measurement and Testing Zone
of the [M-Tech] will be upgraded to an
independent specialized show from
2020.
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4. International
Visitors Service
Group visit, interpretation service onsite,
Tokyo sightseeing, etc.
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You can enjoy group visit benefits.
Contact Show Management to
register.
1. All members will become VIP, enjoy VIP benefits
2. Get entrance badges quickly
3. Enjoy VIP Lounge（Free drinks）
4. Group Photo Shoot

GROUP VISIT
INTERPRETATION
SERVICE
Need language support onsite?
Contact Kiyo Corporation
【Fees】
Choose from the below
A) 4 hours: JPY 17,000 (tax exclusive)
B) 8 hours: JPY 33,000 (tax exclusive)
Application closes on Feb 7, 2020
Click here

Contact Kiyo Corporation
* Contact them in English
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Tour Partners
Find tour agents nearest to
you
Manufacturing World Japan
has many tour partners
covering regions from all
over the world. You can
contact them if you need
flight tickets, hotel booking
and other services.
View these tour partners here :
https://www.japan-mfg.jp/engb/visit/tour.html?utm_source=en&utm_medium=presho
w&utm_campaign=preshowen1

Tokyo Travel Guide
See more in one trip. Plan your
visit to other Tokyo attractions.
Official Tokyo travel guide：
https://www.gotokyo.org/cn/index.html
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5. Access
Makuhari Messe is located between central Tokyo
and Narita Airport International Airport. Only 30
minutes from both location, the exhibition venue
is very convenient for visitor.
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For access information, please refer to the official
website of Makuhari Messe

>>>https://www.m-messe.co.jp/en/access/
Finding your way to the venue
Makuhari Messe is easily accessible via public transportation,
buses or car from Tokyo or Yokohama area. Detailed
information can be found on venue’s official website.
<Location Map>

From Narita and Haneda Airports
You can also make use of the limousine bus services from both
Tokyo international Airport (Haneda) and Narita International
Airport. Check the link above to see more details.
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6. Media Partners
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Dates: Feb 26 – 28, 2020
Venue: Makuhari Messe, Chiba
Organiser: Reed Exhibitions Japan Ltd.
Visitor Tickets

Exhibit Info

Contact Us

Official Website

We look forward to
welcoming you！
Reed Exhibitions Japan Ltd.

Address：18F Shinjuku-Nomura Bldg.
1-26-1 Nishishinjuku, Shijuku-ku, Tokyo
Tel：+81-3-3349-8506 Fax：+81-3-3349-8500
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